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Stephen Barth, is a professor at the Conrad N. Hilton College of Hotel and Restaurant Management, University of Houston, he teaches courses in hospitality law and leadership.

Stephen specializes in communicating the importance of Emotional Intelligence in leadership roles; and has provided valuable insight to many companies including The Methodist Hospital System, Wyndham Worldwide, Dine Equity, Business Travel News and Aramark. His fun, fast paced presentations provide practical information and solutions to enhance your personal and professional life. He is also the Founder of HospitalityLawyer.com and The Global Alliance of Travel, Tourism, and Hospitality Attorneys (G.A.T.T.H.A)

Emotionally Intelligent Leadership 1.0

Studies have shown that up to 80 percent of future success depends on EI (emotional intelligence) rather than the IQ. People and organizations have to understand what it is and how to apply it personally and professionally. Walk away from this presentation with a clear idea of Emotional Intelligence, together with a gap analysis for your personal path to mastering it and utilizing it to cope with change and stress.